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Bitspower True Brass Y-
Block With Triple Rotary

IG1/4"

$22.95

Product Images

Short Description

Bitspower now offers a rotary "Y" Fitting with (3) G 1/4" threaded ports. This is perfect to split your loop to
two different blocks and gives you the advantage of using your choice of fittings whether they be barbed or
compression and even lets you mix sizes if your loops use two different size tubings! The nice thing about
rotary fittings is you can rotate your fittings threaded ports 360 degrees. This is great to insure no stress to
your tubing and easy rotation to allow your tubes to go where you want them to go. High quality Bitspower
metal fitings are sure to provide ultimate seals in your water cooling system!

Description

Bitspower now offers a rotary "Y" Fitting with (3) G 1/4" threaded ports. This is perfect to split your loop to
two different blocks and gives you the advantage of using your choice of fittings whether they be barbed or
compression and even lets you mix sizes if your loops use two different size tubings! The nice thing about
rotary fittings is you can rotate your fittings threaded ports 360 degrees. This is great to insure no stress to
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your tubing and easy rotation to allow your tubes to go where you want them to go. High quality Bitspower
metal fitings are sure to provide ultimate seals in your water cooling system!

Features

True Hi-Flow Design.
Hi Quality Brass Material.
High Durability Nickel Finished In True Brass Color.
Full 360-Degree Rotation in three positions.
Fit All Bitspower Compression Fittings
Hiding O-Ring Design
RoHS Compliant

Specifications

Color: True Brass plated Brass Fitting
Thread    : Inner G1/4"
Thread No.: 3

***All Specification Will Be Changed Without Further Notice***

Additional Information

Brand Bitspower

SKU BP-TB3RYB

Weight 0.2000

Special Order No

Fitting Type Connector

Fitting Angle Y-Angle

Fitting Finish Brass

Vendor SKU/EAN 4719552223947
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